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1. INTRODUCTION 
This conference, the latest in a sporadic series, was held in University 
College Dublin on 10 and 11 March 1988. In the past the attendance has 
mainly been local, but on this occasion, visitors came from nine other 
countries besides Ireland. We found this quite encouraging, particularly since 
we could offer only token financial support. 
The Oxford University Press put on a small display of books on linear 
algebra and related areas. 
In this report we give synopses of the talks presented, which were made 
available to us. 
The program was as follows: 
10 March 
lO:oo-ll:oo 
Precise intervals for the eigenvalues of a product of a positive definite 
and a Hermitian matrix, by C. R. Johnson, College of William and 
Mary. 
Chairman: F. Gaines, University College Dublin. 
11:30-12:45 
On the inertia of cubic forms, by B. Reichstein, 
America. 
Operators with finite nullity and defect, by T. 
Dublin. 
Catholic University of 
West, Trinity College 
Chairman: C. Johnson, College of William and Mary. 
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14: 15515:45 
Linear operators on matrices, by L. B. Beasley, Utah State University 
and University College Dublin. 
Invariant polynomials of partitioned matrices, by G. de OIiveira, Univer- 
sity of Coimbra. 
Chairman: T. Laffey, University College Dublin. 
16:15-17:45 
Spaces of matrices of fixed rank, by R. Westwick, University of British 
Columbia and Imperial College. 
The Schubert calculus and matrix spectral inequalities, by R. C. 
Thompson, University of California at Santa Barbara. 
Chairman: L. Beasley, Utah State University and University College 
Dublin. 
11 March 
9:30-11:00 
Companion matrices revisited-determinants the hard way, by R. Harte, 
University College Cork. 
Some questions on integer matrices, by T. J. Laffey, University College 
Dublin. 
Chairman: G. de Oliveira, University of Coimbra. 
11:30-12:45 
A > B > 0 assures (BrAPBr)‘/4 >, B(p+2r)/q for r > 0, p > 0, 9 > 1 with 
(1 + 2r)q > p +2r, by T. Furuta, Hirosaki University. 
Routh’s array and Euclidean remainders for polynomials from an observ- 
ability matrix, by S. Bamett, University of Bradford. 
Chairman: R. Grone, San Diego State University. 
14:15-16:00 
Simultaneous complementary forms and simultaneous companion forms 
of pairs of matrices, by H. Bart, Erasmus University. 
A characterization of the permanent function by the Binet-Cauchy 
formula, by L. J. Cummings, University of Waterloo. 
Skew-symmetric matrices in characteristic two, by R. Gow, University 
College Dublin. 
Chairman: S. Bamett, University of Bradford. 
16:30-18:OO 
On a generalization of the kernel theorem for Moore-Penrose invertibil- 
ity of morphisms, by R. Puystjens, University of Gent. 
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Some recent results on the Laplacian matrix of a graph, by R. Grone, 
San Diego State University. 
Chairman: R. Thompson, University of California at Santa Barbara. 
2. SYNOPSES OF LECTURES 
Routh’s Array and Euclidean Remainders for Polynomials from an 
Observability Matrix 
by Stephen Barnett 1 
Consider two polynomials 
a(s) = sn + alsnpl+ . . . + a,, 
(1) 
b(s) = bOs”-l + b,s”-2+ . . . + b,_, 
and an associated single-input, singleoutput linear 
canonical form 
f=Cx+du, y=bx, 
where C is the n x n companion matrix 
system in controllable 
(2) 
c= -0, 
[ 
Z . . . 
n 
_a 
2 
_a 
I I 
and 
d = [O,O ,..., O,llT, b= [b,~,,b,~,,...,b,,b,]. 
The system (2) has transfer function 
b(s) 
b(sZ-C)-‘d=- 
a(s) ’ 
‘School of Mathematical Sciences, University of Bradford, Bradford, West Yorkshire BD7 
lDP, England. 
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It is well known [3, 41 that the observability matrix L? for (2), which has rows 
b, bC, bC2,. . . , bC”+‘, (3) 
is identical to the matrix 
b(C) = b&“-l + b,C”-2 + . . . + b,_,l. 
The system (2) is completely observable if and only if a(s) and b(s) are 
relatively prime; otherwise, the degree of their greatest common divisor 
(g.c.d.) is equal to n-rank SL It has also been known for some time [l, 3, 41 
how the coefficients of the g.c.d. can be obtained from 3. More recently 
[5, 61, it has been shown how the quotient and remainder on division of a(s) 
by b(s), and the solution of a Diophantine equation, can also be derived from 
CL 
The Routh array { r, j } associated with the polynomials in (l), where 
aa = 1, is defined by [3] 
Toj=aj-1, rlj = b. I-1’ j=1,2,3 ,..., 
1 . ‘i-2 1 ‘i-2, j+l 
‘ii= -- T,_, 1 ‘i-l.1 ‘i-l,j+l ’ 
i = 2,3,... . (4) 
It is assumed that the array is regular, i.e. ri, # 0 Vi. This implies in particular 
that a(s) and b(s) are relatively prime, so that 52 is nonsingular. 
The following result establishes a direct link between the Routh array and 
the observability matrix. The latter can be factorized as the following product 
of triangular matrices: 
THEOREM 1. 
L?=Yy,-'Y,, (5) 
where YI is an upper triangular matrix, relative to the secondary diagonal, 
having the fm 
*1n Tl,II-1 
. . . 
r13 f.12 I.11 
‘21r3,,-l T21r3,n-2 ’ * ’ r21r32 r21r31 0 
Y1= ‘: > (6) 
r2n-4.1r2n-3,2 ‘2~4,1r2n-3.1 0 0 
r2n-2,1r2n-1,1 0 0 
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and Yz is a lower triangular matrix whose first column is 
A convenient computational scheme to determine Y, and Y, in (5) is to 
first construct the n X2n matrix 
x= p-&z] 
using (3). Then apply standard Gauss-elimination-type row operations to X so 
as to reduce Q to upper triangular form, relative to the secondary diagonal. 
The reduced form of X is 
xi-t= [Y&l, 
where Y, and Y, are as described in Theorem 1. 
The set of Euclidean remainders {f,(s)} associated with a(s) and b(s) is 
defined by 
ACs) = Si(‘)A+l(‘) + f;+Z(‘)7 i=o,1,2 ,**., (7) 
with fa( s) = a(s) and fi(s) = b(s). It is an intrinsic part of Routh’s original 
work that these remainders are generated by the scheme (4). A paper by 
Fryer [9] rediscovered this relationship, but contains an error, which was 
unfortunately reproduced in [2] and [3, p. 521. In fact the Euclidean 
remainders can be derived from the reduced form of the observability matrix 
52 as follows: 
THEOREM 2. Let the elements of Y, in (6) be denoted by yij. Then the 
Euclidean remainders in (7) are given by 
x(s) = ( -l)“-’ f_ (yi,n_i+lSn-i + yi,n_iSnpiel + * * * + Yil), i ’ 2’ 
I I1 
where fi_ 1,1 is the leading coejj%ient of A_ 1(s) and fil = b,. 
As a by-product, the solution to a set of linear congruences is also 
obtained. Further details, including full proofs and numerical examples, are 
contained in [7]. An extension of the scheme for determining the Euclidean 
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remainders when a(s) and b(s) are expressed relative to a basis of orthogonal 
polynomials is given in [8]. 
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Simultaneous Complementary Forms and Simultaneous Companion Forms of 
Pairs of Matrices 
by H. Bart and G. Ph. A. Thijsse 2 
1. Introduction. In this note we briefly discuss the following three 
mutually related problems: 
Problem 1: complete factorization of rational matrix functions; 
ProbZem 2: simultaneous reduction of matrices to complementary trian- 
gular forms; 
Problem 3: simultaneous reduction of matrices to companion forms. 
The emphasis is on Problems 2 and 3; Problem 1 serves as motivation. 
The relationship between Problems 1 and 2 is discussed in Section 2. In 
Section 3 we consider Problem 3. A necessary and sufficient condition is 
2Econometric Institute, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Postbus 1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam, 
The Netherlands 
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given in order that two matrices admit simultaneous reduction to companion 
forms. In Section 4 this is used to combine two results from [6] concerning 
Problem 2 into one single, more general theorem. In addition we discuss a 
few other results concerning Problem 2; some are about to be published 
[6, 71, others are in final stage of preparation. 
There is another problem which is closely related to Problems 1 and 2. It 
is the problem of upper-triangularization of matrices by lowe&iangular 
similarity transformations. We refrain from discussing it here; for details, 
see [7, 31. 
A few remarks about notation and terminology: All matrices to be 
considered have complex entries. The n X n identity matrix will be denoted 
by I,. The superscript T indicates the operation of taking the transpose. 
2. Motivation. First, let us elaborate on Problem 1. A complete factor- 
ization of a rational n X n matrix function W(X) is a factorization of the form 
W(X)= z,+&3, 
i  
a1 
i  i  
... z,++,,, ) 
a m 1 
where R i, . . . , R, are n x n matrices of rank 1 and a certain minimality 
condition is satisfied (no “pole-zero cancellations”). Such factorizations ap- 
pear in systems theory [9, 11, 4, 5, 2, lo]. There exist rational matrix 
functions that do not allow for a complete factorization. 
PROBLEM 1. Given a rational n x n matrix function W(h), when does 
W(X) admit a complete factorization? 
Next, let us turn to Problem 2. Two m X m matrices A and Z are said to 
admit simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms if there 
exists an invertible m X m matrix S such that S- ‘AS is upper triangular and 
S- ‘ZS is lower triangular. 
PROBLEM 2. Given two matrices A and Z, when do A and Z admit 
simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms? 
As we shall see, there is a close relationship with Problem 1. 
Suppose W(h) is a rational n X n matrix function satisfying W(c0) = I,. 
From systems theory we know that W(X) can be written in the form 
W(h) = I, + C(XZ, - A) -?I, (*> 
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where A is an m X m matrix, B is an m X n matrix, and C is an n X m 
matrix. The expression ( * ) is &led a realization of W(X). that ( ) 
is minimal realization (i.e., m has the smallest possible value), the following 
result holds true. The rational matrix function W(A) allows for complete 
factorization if and only if A and A - BC admit simultaneous reduction to 
complementary triangular forms. For additional material in this direction and 
more details, see [6, 71 and the references given there. 
3. Simultaneous Reduction to Companion Forms. Let A and Z be 
m x m matrices. We say that A and Z admit simultaneous reduction to first 
(second) companion fomzs if there exists an invertible m x m matrix S such 
that both S-‘AS and S-‘ZS are first (second) companion matrices. 
PROBLEM 3. Given two matrices A and Z, when do they admit simulta- 
neous reduction to first (second) companion forms? 
A vector y E Q: m is a left (right) cyclic vector for an m X m matrix H if 
the row vectors u’, urH, . . . , uTHm- ’ (column vectors u, Hu, . . . , H”‘- ‘u) are 
linearly independent. 
Let A and Z be m X m matrices. If A and Z admit simultaneous 
reduction to companion forms, then A and Z are nonderogatory (i.e., they 
have cyclic vectors) and rank(A - Z) < 1. We shall restrict ourselves to the 
(nontrivial) case when rank( A - Z) = 1. Then A and Z can be written as 
A-Z=bc* with O#b,cEcm. Note that b and c are unique up to 
multiplication by a nonzero scalar. 
THEOREM 1. LetAandZbeasabove, A-Z=bcTwithO#b,cEQ:m. 
Then A and Z admit simultaneous reduction to first (second) companion 
forms if and only if b is a right (c is a left) cyclic vector for A (and Z). 
The proof of this theorem will be given elsewhere. An analogous result 
holds for simultaneous reduction to block companion forms. 
4. Simultaneous Reduction to Complementary Triangular Forms. We 
now return to Problem 2. Throughout this section, A and Z will be m x m 
matrices. 
THEOREM 2. lf A or Z is diagonuble, then A and Z admit simultaneous 
reduction to complementary triangular forms. 
This theorem is already contained in [4]. As a matter of fact, it is stated 
there in terms of factorization of rational matrix functions. It was I. Gohberg 
who noted that Theorem 2 is implicitly contained in the proof of [4, Theorem 
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1.61. For another result in the same direction, see [l]; for a generalization of 
Theorem 2 to collections of matrices, see [6]. 
Next, let us consider the case rank( A - Z ) = 1. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose A - Z = bcT, where 0 # b, c E Cm and c is a left 
cyclic vector for A (and Z). Then A and Z admit simultaneous reduction to 
complementary triangular forms if and only if there exist orderings aI,. . . , a, 
of the eigenvalues of A and ll,. . . , 2, of the eigenvalues of Z such that 
lj # ak> l<j<k<m. 
An analogous result holds when b is a right cyclic vector for A (and Z): 
just take transposes. Note that Theorem 3 covers the case (treated in [6]) 
where A and Z are both second companion matrices. In fact, Theorem 3 
follows by simply combining Theorem 1 with [6, Theorem 0.21. Note also that 
rank( A - Z ) = 1, and A and Z do not have common eigenvalues if and only 
if b is a right and c is a left cyclic vector for A (and Z). So Theorem 3 also 
covers [6, Theorem 0.21. 
Let .I be the upper triangular nilpotent m X m Jordan block. The 
polynomials in J are precisely the upper triangular m X m Toeplitz matrices. 
For our purpose, we may restrict ourselves to strictly upper triangular 
matrices (subtract the diagonals). 
THEOREM 4. Let A = akIk + .+. + a,_,]m-1 and Z = z,]” 
+ . - . + Z,_J-1 with 1 <k, n < m - 1 and ak, z, + 0. Then A and Z 
admit simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms if and only 
if k + n > m, k does not divide n, and n does not divide k. 
For the proof, see [8], where actually a generalization to a wider class of 
strictly upper triangular matrices is obtained. The proof involves the reduc- 
tion to a simultaneous “simple” form (in some cases even Jk, J”) for the pair 
A, Z, and the analysis of a certain (directed) graph associated with A and Z. 
Theorem 4 implies a sufficient condition for two polynomials p(T) and q(T) 
in a single square matrix T to admit simultaneous reduction to complemen- 
tary triangular forms. 
Theorems 2-4 are concerned with the existence of a matrix S such that 
S-‘AS is upper triangular and S’ZS is lower triangular. It is possible to 
improve the results by supplying information about the order in which the 
eigenvalues of A and Z may appear on the diagonals of S- ‘AS and S- ‘ZS, 
respectively (Theorems 2 and 3), or about additional properties of the 
similarity transformation S (Theorems 3 and 4). For details, see [6, 81. 
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Linear Operators on Matrices3 
by LeRoy B. Beasley4 and Normun J. Pullman5 
Suppose II4 is a field and ./! is the set of all m X n matrices over H. If T 
is a linear operator on &, and f is a function defined on A, then T 
preserves f if f(T( A)) = f(A) for all A in A. Further, if %” is a subset of & 
and T(X) E .Y for each X in 2, we say that T preserves X. 
“This work was supported in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research 
Council of Canada under grant A4041. 
4Utah State University, Logan, Utah 843224125, and University College, Dublin 4, Ireland. 
“Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 3N6. 
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Frobenius (1897, [6]), Marcus and Moyls (1959, [lo] and [ll]), Marcus 
and May (1962, [9]), and Marcus and Purves (1959, [ 
T preserves the characteristic polynomial if and only if T is a 
similarity transformation, transposition, or composition of such operations [6]. 
In 1987, Hershkowitz [7] characterized certain linear operators which pre- 
serve matrices whose graphs (or digraphs) have no cycle of length 12 k. 
In 1984 and 1985, analogues of Marcus and Moyls’s work on rank were 
obtained by Beasley, Gregory, and Pullman [l-3] for certain types of 
semirings. Recently, Beasley and Pullman [4] characterized operators that 
preserve the term rank, those that preserve the permanent and those that 
preserve the rook polynomial for such semirings. These semirings included 
the nonnegative reals, and such combinatorially significant systems as the 
nonnegative integers and the Boolean algebra of two elements. Their results 
also apply to fuzzy matrices. 
In this paper we present some characterizations of those linear operators 
that preserve both the reducible and the irreducible matrices over such 
semirings. 
To be specific, consider Jlk, the set of n x n matrices with nonnegative 
real entries. A matrix A in _4? is reducible if n > 1 and 
C D PAP’= o E 
[ 1 
for some permutation matrix P; the square blocks C and E are nonvacuous. 
Otherwise, A is irreducible. Irreducible matrices are fundamental objects in 
the theory of nonnegative matrices (see e.g. Berman and Plemmons [5]). 
Their (directed) graphs are precisely the strongly connected digraphs. 
Which linear operators on &? preserve both reducibility and irreducibil- 
ity? Clearly the transposition operator X + Xt is one. So is the similarity 
operator X + QXQ- ‘, where Q is a fixed but arbitrary matrix in & whose 
inverse is also in J?. Such nonnegative invertible matrices have exactly one 
nonzero entry per row and per column; the ith row of Q-’ is the ith column 
of Q with the nonzero entry inverted (1~ i < n). The Schur operator 
X -+ [rijmij], where M = [ mij] is a fixed but arbitrary matrix in &! having 
no zero entries, is a third example. Yet another is the operator D, which 
replaces the vector of diagonal entries in X by s(X), where s is a fixed but 
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arbitrary linear transformation from JY into the 1 x n nonnegative real 
matrices. 
In a forthcoming paper we show that these four operators and their 
compositions are the only operators on A that preserve both reducibility and 
irreducibility. We also obtain eight other characterizations. For instance, 
suppose T is a linear operator on A, and 2 is the set of matrices in A! with 
zero diagonal. Define the restriction, T, of T to y by T(X) = D,,(T(X)), for 
all X in x. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) T preserves reducibility and iyeducibility. 
(2) T preserves reducibility, and T is bijective. 
(3) T pre:erves the set of irreducible matrices and the set of diagonal 
matrices, and T is bijective. 
Similar results are also obtained for n X n matrices over several other 
semirings, including the nonnegative integers, the two-element Boolean alge- 
bra, and the fuzzy scalars. 
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A Characterization of the Permanent Function by the Binet-Cauchy Theorem 
by L. 1. Cummings,’ Konrad J. Heuverq7 and K. P. S. Bhaskara Rae’ 
If A is an m x n matrix and B an n X m matrix, then, altering slightly 
the notation of Kurepa [l], we let aj denote the jth column of A and bci, 
denote the ith row of B. Further, [ak,,. . . , a,J is the m X m matrix with the 
indicated columns, and (b(,,,,. . . , bck,)) is the m x m matrix with the 
indicated rows, where 1~ k, < . . . < k, = n. With this notation, the well- 
known Binet-Cauchy theorem for determinants is: 
THEOREM (Binet-Cauchy). Let A be an m X n matrix and B an n X m 
matrix. 
(i) Zf n < m then det AB = 0. 
(ii) Zf n = m then det AB = det Adet B. 
(iii) Zf n > m then 
det AB= Cdet[ak,,...,ak,]det(b~k,,,..., bcknLj), 
k 
where the sum is to be taken over all m-tuples k = (k,, . . . , k,,,) satisfying 
l<k,< ... < k, = n. Note that (ii) is a special case of (iii). 
In 1964, Kurepa [l] proved that if f: M, + R is any nonzero real-valued 
matrix function satisfying 
f(AB) = cf [~k~~~~~~ak~~~f~b~k,)~~~~~ b(k”,j), 
k 
where the summation is again over all k=(k,,...,k,) with l<k,<k,< 
. . . -C k, < n and m Q n < m + 1, then f is the determinant function. In 
fact, Kurepa gave two proofs of this result. Both proofs depend on the fact 
that any homomorphism of R is either the identity homomorphism or 0. One 
proof, however, is algebraic, while the other uses an analytic result from the 
theory of functional equations. Notice that, given n, Kurepa required (1) for 
onlym=n or m=n-1. 
“University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L3Gl 
‘Michigan Technological University, Houghton, MI 49931. 
“Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta, India 700 035. 
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It is well known that a version of the Binet-Cauchy theorem is available 
for the permanent function as well: 
THEOREM. Let A be an m x n matrix and B an n x m matrix with 
m < n. Then, 
perAB= fF( ;jper[a,,,...,a,“~lper(b~~,,,...,h,,,,,), (2) 
where k=(k,,...,k,) is an integer m-tuple with 1~ k, < n, i = 1,. . . , m, 
and i 
( 1 
is the multirwmial coefficient n!/k,! . . . k,!. 
In this paper we prove that if f: M,(K) ---) K is a matrix function over a 
field K of characteristic 0 such that 
1 
fi- i 
I zo, 
n 
and (2) is satisfied with f replacing per, then either f is a constant function 
with f(A) = n!/n” for all A E M,,(K), or f(A) = +(perA), where + is an 
isomorphism of K. 
The proof of this result follows from six lemmas, each of which establishes 
that any nontrivial f satisfying (2) has an expected “permanentlike” property 
together with an inversion lemma for polynomials in n variables which is 
reminiscent of Mijbius inversion in number theory. 
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invariant Polynomials of Partitioned Matrices 
by Graciano de Oliveira’ 
1. Let 
GxA B 
[ 1 C D 
gDepartamento de Matemitica, University of Coimbra, 3000 Coimbra, Portugal. 
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be an n x n partitioned matrix over a field. We assume that A and D are 
p x p and q X q, respectively, with p + q = n. We consider problems of the 
following type. We prescribe some of the four blocks as well as the invariant 
polynomials of G and wish to find a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the possibility of completing the matrix G so that it has the prescribed 
invariant polynomials. When this problem is too difficult, we may prescribe 
the characteristic polynomial instead of the invariant polynomials. We may 
simplify it further by prescribing the eigenvalues only. In general, when the 
field is not algebraically closed, this problem is easier than the preceding one. 
Depending on the blocks we prescribe, there are seven distinct problems: 
(iii) A, D 
(iv) A, B 
(v) Z% C 
This research program was proposed in [4]. Since its publication much 
progress has been made, and it is our purpose to give a resume of the results 
that have been obtained. One of the most interesting results on these 
problems is perhaps the solution of (i) given independently by Marques de Sa 
and Robert Thompson [ll, 181. Let g,(A) :> . .. :> g,(A) (:> means 
divides) be the invariant polynomials of A, and let fi( X) :> . . . :> f,(X) be 
the prescribed invariant polynomials for G. The desired completion of G 
exists if and only if 
f,(X) :> gi(A) :> x+2,(X), i=l ,...,n. (11 
Here we make the convention that f;.(X) = 0 whenever j > n. The 
relations (1) are known as S&Thompson interlacing inequalities. A remark- 
able feature of (1) is their formal similarity with the interlacing inequalities 
for singular values. 
Problem (iv) was solved by Ion Zaballa [22]. Let h,(h) :> . . . :> hp( A) 
be the invariant polynomials of the A-matrix [AZ, - A, - B], where I, is the 
p x p identity matrix. Let k, >, * * * 2 k, be the controllability indices of the 
pair(A,Z?). Wedefinethepolynomials&J(h)(j=O,...,q; i=l,...,p+j) 
by 
and set 
P/(')*"P,i+j(') 
uj(x) =p{-‘(x)...p,i;;_,(h) ’ j=l ,...,q. 
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Then there exist blocks C, D such that G has f,(X), . . . , f,(A) as invariant 
polynomials if and only if 
A(‘) ” hi(h) :’ Ji‘+q(x), i=l T.**,~Y 
( k,+l,..., k,+1) <(au,,..., au,). 
B (or AB) when A and B both vary within similarity classes. We can 
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also consider the corresponding problems about the Smith invariants of 
matrices over a principal-ideal domain [20]. 
Since we cannot go into details here, we confine ourselves to briefly 
mentioning a few problems. Let i(Y) be the number of nontrivial invariant 
polynomials of the matrix Y (over a field). What can be said about the range 
of i( A + XBX-‘)? It can, for example, be shown that (with an exception if 
the field is (0, l} [7, 121) 
mini(A+XBX-‘)=max{l,i(A)+i(B)-n}. 
The minimum is of course taken when X runs over the set of nonsingular 
matrices. 
In [7] the concept of spectral completeness was introduced as follows. 
The pair (A, B) is said to be spectrally complete if for any n-tuple ci, . . . , c, 
with c,+ *** + c,, = trA + tr B, there is an invertible matrix X such that 
A+XBX-’ has c i,. . . , c, as eigenvalues. Spectrally complete pairs were 
completely characterized in [15]. Variants of this concept can be found 
in [16]. 
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A 2 B > 0 Assures (BrApBr)‘lq > B , (P + 2ri/q for r > 0, p > 0, q > 1 with 
(1+ 2r)q > p + 2r 
by Takayuki Furuta” 
1. Background and Motivation for the Problem. A capital letter means 
a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space. An operator T is said to be 
positive in case (TX, x) > 0 for every x in the Hilbert space. What functions 
preserve the ordering of positive operators? In other words, what must f 
satisfy so that 
A>B>O implies f(A)> f(B)? 
A function f is said to be operator monotone if it is real-valued and 
continuous and satisfies the property stated above. This problem was first 
‘“Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science, Hirosaki University, Bunkyo-cho 3, 
Hirosaki 036, Aomori, Japan. 
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studied by K. Liiwner, who gave a complete description of operator mono- 
tone functions. Also he proved the following Theorem A. 
THEOREMA[~,~]. ZfA>B>O, thenAa>Baforeach a~[0, 11. 
The following result is well known. 
THEOREM B. A >, B >, 0 does not always ensure AP a BP for any p > 1. 
2. Statements of Results. The purpose of this talk is to show “operator 
inequalities preserving order in some sense” on A and B in case A >, B >, 0. 
Our central results are as follows. 
THEOREM 1 [3]. Zf A 2 B > 0, then for each r > 0 
(Bx~Br)l/q 2 B(p+zrVq, 
A(P+zr)/q 2 ( A~BPA~)~/~ 
hdd fm each p and q such that p 2 0, q 2 1, and (1+2r)q > p +2r. 
COROLLARY 1 [3]. Zf A >, B > 0, then for each r > 0 
( B~APB’)‘/~ a B(P+~~)/P, 
A(P+2r)/P > (A’BPAr)‘/p 
hold for each p 2 1. 
COROLLARY 2 [3]. Zf A > B > 0, then (BA2B)3/4 > B3 and 
( AB2A)3’4. 
COROLLARY 3 [3]. Zf A > B > 0, then (BA2B)‘12 > B2 ami 
( AB2A)“2. 
(4 
(4 
(i> 
(ii) 
A3 > 
A2 > 
REMARK. Theorem 1 yields Theorem A when we put r = 0. Corollary 3 
is just an affirmative answer to a conjecture in the matrix case [I]. Theorem 1 
asserts that although AP >, BP for p > 1 does not always hold even if 
A >, B 2 0, the inequalities f( AP) 2 f( BP) and g( Ap) >, g( BP) do hold where 
f(X) = (B’XB’)“q and g(Y)=(ArYAr)‘/q for r>O, p 20, q> 1, and 
(1+2r)q z p +2r. 
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3. Applications of Theorem 1. Theorem 1 has a lot of applications, and 
here we cite some of them. 
(a) If A > B z 0, then l> AWP##BP for any p > 0, where the geomet- 
ric mean X #Y of positive invertible X and positive Y is defined by 
X # Y = X112( X-1/2YX-1/2)1/2X1’2 and when X is not invertible, 
X #Y is defined as the strong limit of (X + e) #Y as positive z -+ 0. 
(b) In Theorem 1, A and B can be extended to f( A, I?) and f(B, B) 
respectively under some suitable conditions by using Theorem 1 where 
f(r, y) is a certain function of x and y [2]. 
(c) Theorem 1 can be used to investigate certain kinds of operator 
equations [4]. 
4. Appendix. At the end of the talk, we give an elementary proof of 
Corollary 3 without the use of Corollary 1. 
For any r E [0, i] we have 
( B,A2B,)1’2 = (B’Al-‘A2’Al-rBr)1/2 
>, (B”‘~-‘Jj2’Al-r+2 = B’Al-‘B’> Bl+‘. . . . (*) 
Put r = i in ( * ), so C = ( B1/2A2B1/2)1/2 > B3j2 = D > 0. Then applying ( * ) 
to C and D and putting T = j, we have ( D1/3C2D1/3)1/2 > D413, that is, 
( BA2B)“2 >, B2. The second inequality follows by the first one. 
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Some Recent Results on the Laplucian Matrix of a Graph 
by Robert Grow” 
Let G be a graph on vertices { vl,. . . , v, }. We shall assume that G is 
simple (undirected, with no loops or multiple edges), although these restric- 
tions are unnecessary for much of the talk. The most common matrix 
associated with G is the adjacency matrix, A = A(G), defined by 
1 
aij = 
if {vi,vj} isanedgeof G, 
0 if not. 
Since G is simple, A is a symmetric matrix of zeros and ones with zero main 
diagonal. Then term “algebraic graph theory” may be defined as the study of 
the relations between the structure of G and the structure of A. An excellent 
reference is Spectra of Graphs by Cvetkovic, Doob, and Sachs, Academic 
Press, 1979. In persuing this book one is struck by the explosion of activity in 
this area since the late 1950s. 
A lesser-known matrix associated with G is the Laplacian matrix of G. 
Let D = diag(d,,..., d,), where di is the degree of vertex vi. Then 
L(G)=L=D-A 
is the Laplacian of G, also known as the matrix of admittance or Kirchoff 
matrix. 
EXAMPLE. 
01 02 
/ 
003 
G= l - 0 
\ 
‘04 
It is easy to see that L is positive semidefinite and singular. In fact, the 
“Department of Mathematical Sciences, San Diego State University, San Diego, California 
92182. 
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nullity of L is the number of connected components of G. Perhaps the first 
relationship between the structure of G and the spectrum of the Laplacian is 
credited to Kirchoff in 1847. Define the complexity of G, k(G), as the 
number of spanning (sub)trees of G. 
MATRIX-TREE THEOREM. 
l)‘+jdet or 
(2) k(G) = X,A,. . * h,_l/n, where A,> *. . > A,_,> A, = 0 are the 
eigenvalues of L. 
Recent work on Laplacians of graphs has been stimulated by a paper of 
Miroslav Fiedler (Algebraic connectivity of graphs, Czechoslovak Math. J., 
1973, pp. 298-305). Fiedler defines the algebraic connectivity of G, a(G), as 
h n-l’ the second smallest eigenvalue of L, and points out the following: 
THEOREM. 
(i) 0 < a(G) < n; 
(ii) a(G) = 0 iff G is not connected; 
(iii) a(G) = n iff G = K,, the complete graph; 
(iv) if G’ is obtained from G by adding an edge between existing vertices, 
then a(G’) 2 a(G). 
There has also been similar recent interest in the small eigenvalues of the 
Laplace operator on a Riemann surface. For example: 
THEOREM (Schoen, Wolpert, Yau, Geometric bounds on low eigenvalues 
of a compact Riemann surface, in Geometry of the Lap&e Operator, Proc. 
Sympos. Pure Math., Vol. 36, Amer. Math. Sot., 1980, pp. 279-285). Let S 
be a compact Riemunn surface of genus g 2 2 whose first k nonzero eigenval- 
ues satisfy O<X,< ... < A, Q 6. Then there exists a= cx(g) > 0 such that 
the closed geodesics of length less than (~6 separate S into k + 1 pieces and all 
other closed geodesics of S have length greater than a. 
Fiedler has also initiated study of the eigenvectors of L, particularly when 
G is a tree. In “Eigenvectors of acyclic matrices” [Czechoslovak Math. J. 
25:607-608 (1975)] he in fact establishes theorems for matrices having a tree 
as their sign-pattern matrix, a natural generalization of tridiagonal matrices. 
Fiedler has also coined the term characteristic valuation referring to eigen- 
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vectors of L corresponding to a(G). I would like to briefly relate some recent 
work of Men-is and others regarding the spectrum of the Laplacian. 
In “Characteristic vertices of trees” [Merris, Linear and Mu&linear 
Algebra 22:115-131 (1987)] it was noted that the structure of characteristic 
valuations divided trees into two types. One type occurs when a(G) is simple 
and the corresponding eigenvector has no zero entries. In this case there is a 
“characteristic edge” of G which is defined by the characteristic valuations. 
A second type occurs when all characteristic valuations have zero entries. In 
this case a “characteristic vertex” of G is defined, and u(G) may be a 
multiple eigenvalue of L. The multiplicity of u(G) and the structure of the 
set of characteristic valuations in this second case was examined in detail in 
“Algebraic connectivity of trees” [R. Grone and R. Merris, Czechoslovuk 
Math. 1. 37:660-670 (1987)]. 
The most recent work I would like to mention is in “The Laplacian 
spectrum of a graph” (R. Grone, R. Merris, V. S. Sunder, submitted for 
publication). A vertex of degree 1 in G is a pendant vertex, and we shall 
refer to a nonpendant vertex which is adjacent to a pendant vertex as a 
quasipendant vertex. If G has p(G) pendant vertices and q(G) quasipen- 
dant vertices, then the star degree of G is p(G) - o(G). Incidental to her 
work on permanents, I. Faria [Permanental roots and the star degree of a 
graph, Linear Algebra Appl. 64:255-265 (1985)] noticed that the star degree 
of G is the multiplicity of 1 as a root of per( L - XZn). It was also clear that 
the star degree of G is a lower bound for the multiplicity of 1 as an 
eigenvalue of L. 
Motivated in part by Faria’s work, we established the following result. 
THEOREM. Suppose G is connected. 
(i) Zf m >, 2 is an integer eigenvulue of L, then m is simple. 
(ii) L has at least q(G) eigenvulues greater than 1. 
(iii) L has at least q(G) eigenvulues less than 1. 
(iv) The multiplicity of 1 as an eigenvulue of L is the star degree plus the 
multiplicity of 1 as un eigenvulue of the principal submatrix of L correspond- 
ing to the vertices which are neither pendant nor quasipendunt. 
(v) The multiplicity of 1 us an eigenvulue of L is at most n - 2q( G) + c, 
where c is the number of components of the subgruph of G induced on the 
vertices which are neither pendant nor quasipendant. 
In this paper we also considered the effect of “collapsing an edge” of G. 
Suppose { vi, vi } is an edge of G. Let G’ be a graph on n - 1 vertices 
obtained by identifying vertices vi and vi of G. 
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G= *-*<I 
.’ . 
It seemed intuitive that if a(G) measures how connected the graph G is, 
then a(G’) > a(G) should hold. We were in fact able to prove more. 
THEOREM. Let G’ be obtained j&n G by collapsing an edge, and let the 
Laplucians be L’ and L respectively. Suppose the eigenvalues of L are 
A,> ... 2 X n = 0 and the eigenvalues of L’ are X; > . . . >, A’, _ 1 = 0. Then 
(i) A’i>Xi+l, i=l,...,n-1; 
(ii) Xi>X:+i, i=2,...,n-2; 
(iii) if the collapsed edge was a pendant edge, then A, > A\ > A, > kz > 
. . . > xl,_, > A,_,. 
We note that, in many cases, X’i > X, does occur, so that interlacing of 
the eigenvalues does not hold. We conjecture that it almost holds. That is, we 
conjecture Xi >, Pi, i = 2,. . . , n - 1. As a consequence of the previous theo- 
rem we have the following: 
COROLLARY. 
(i) If G’ is obtained jknn G by collapsing an edge, then a(G’) > a(G). 
(ii) lf G’ is obtained j&n G by placing a new vertex in the middle of an 
existing edge, then a(G’) Q a(G) 
(iii) Zf G’ is obtained jkm G by adding a new pendant vertex and one 
edge to an existing vertex, the a(G’) < a(G) 
Compound Matrices Revisited -Determinants the Hard Way 
by Robin Harte12 
If U = (Vi,) and T = (Tj) are an m X n matrix and an n X 1 column of 
mutually commuting homomorphisms on an Abelian group X, then the 
‘2University College Cork, Ireland. 
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Koszul cmnpkx [2,3, 5, 8, 91 of S = UT is related to the Koszul complex of T 
by means of the commutative diagram 
A3(r) A’(r) A’(r) 
?I1 (I) 
We can think of the Koszul complex A(T) either as the sequence of 
homomorphisms ( . . . , A3( T), A2( T), A’(T)), or alternatively as the exterior 
multiplication C,T, dzi A: 
x0+ 2 c xjdzj + t qq,dz,+ i i c T,rjdziAdzj. (2) 
r=l ljl=r i=l i=l r=l ljl=r 
Thus if n = 3, we can represent A(T) by the matrices 
Al(T)= is), -A2(T)= / IO; _t3 ;;I, 
A3(T)=(T3 -T, T,). (3) 
In the diagram (1) the vertical operator A’(U) is just the matrix U, and then 
successive Ak(U) are the so-called “compound matrices” of U [l, 71, formed 
by taking k x k subdeterminants of U in lexicographic order; in particular, if 
k=m=n,then 
Ak(U) = A”(U) = ]U] (4 
is just the determinunt of U. Note carefully that 
each Ak(U) (k 2 2) exists uniquely, independent of T. (5) 
Now if S = UT and R = VS, then we can derive R from T in two ways; the 
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multiplication laws: 
A’(VU) = Ak(V)Ak(U). (6) 
For example, when m = n and k = n, this is just the usual rule for multiply- 
ing determinants; more generally they are what is called the &net-Cuuchy 
theorem [ 1, 71. There is also a dual relationship between the complexes for T 
and S = UT: if n = 3, 
A3(T) A*(T) A’(T) 
d(U) A’(u) "A'(U) “I 
es) P( s ) A’(S) 
“I ’ A,([‘) “A,(u) Aa 
A3(T) A’(T) A’(T) 
0) 
The second row of vertical operators Ak(U) are called adjugate compound 
matrices for U: for example, when k = 1 we have an alternative generaliza- 
tion for the cofactor of a 2 ~2 matrix, if m = n and k = n - 1 we have the 
cofactor, and if k = m = n we have the determinant again. Unique existence 
independent of T gives the familiar reversed-product laws: 
Ak(vu) = Ak(U)Ak(V)* (8) 
From the definitions it is also clear, “modulo change in dimension,” that if 
m = n, 
A,(U) = Ak(U)A,_,(U) = A”(U); (9) 
for example, if m = n = 3, 
A,(U)A2(U)=A1(U)A2(U)= (10) 
with lUl= A3(U) = As(U), the determinant of U. 
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Our main interest in this description of compound and adjugate compound 
matrices is to look for transparent solutions to the following two problems, 
both of which have affirmative solutions: 
PROBLEM 1 [6, 71. If m = n and U is (left) invertible, show that the 
determinant det(U) is also (Ieft) invertible. 
PROBLEM 2 [2,3]. If the sequence A(S) is exact, show that the sequence 
A(T) is also exact. 
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Precise Intervals for Specific Eigenvalues of a Product of a Positive Definite 
and a Hermitian Matrix13 
by Charles R. Iohn.son’4 
Let A be an n-by-n positive definite (Hermitian) matrix with eigenvalues 
0 < (Y1 < lx2 < . . . Q an, and B be an n-by-n Hermitian matrix with eigenval- 
ues /31GPz< **. G/3,. It is well known that C = AI3 has necessarily real 
eigenvalues y1 < yz < * * . d y, and has as many (counting multiplicity) posi- 
tive, negative, and zero eigenvalues as B. This may be seen by noting that C 
13This work was supported in part by National Science Foundation grant DMS-87-13762 
and by Office of Naval Research contract NOOO14-67-K4I661. 
‘*The College of William and Mary, Department of Mathematics, Williamsburg, VA 23185. 
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is similar to the Hermitian matrix A1/zBA1/2 and applying Sylvester’s law of 
inertia (equality of inertias for B and any congruence of it) or by explicitly 
using the fact that A - ’ and B are simultaneously diagonalizable by congru- 
ence. The problem we wish to address here is that of the best possible 
statement about the location of an individual yk (it turns out to be an 
interval) in terms only of the (Y’S and /3 ‘s. We call this problem 1. 
Problem 1 is (essentially) equivalent to two others. One is to give the best 
possible intervals for the eigenvalues of the congruence X*YX in terms only 
of the eigenvalues of the n-by-n Hermitian matrix Y and the singular values 
of the nonsingular n-by-n matrix X (or the eigenvalues of the positive definite 
matrix XX*). Call this problem 2. The other (problem 3) is to give best 
possible intervals for the singular values of a product RS of two general 
n-by-n matrices R and S in terms only of the singular values of each. 
Problem 2 is equivalent to problem 1, as X*YX is similar to XX*Y just as C 
is similar to A’/2BA’/2. Modulo the possible singularity of both matrices 
(which turns out to be inconsequential), problem 3 is a special case of 
problem 1, as the singular values of RS are the square roots of the eigenval- 
ues of (SS*)(R*R), the eigenvalues of each of which are the squares of the 
singular values of S and R, respectively. Nonetheless, the form of the solution 
of problem 3 is the same as that of problem 1, so that it is reasonable to 
consider them equivalent. Actually, problem 2 motivated us to carefully think 
through a solution to problem 1. We have been asked this question about 
eigenvalue location, usually in the form of problem 2, several times recently 
for a variety of (mostly unknown) reasons. Thus, even though some of the 
constituent ideas and results below may have been noted by others, they 
seem not to be well known and should be described in an accessible source. 
We return then to the form in problem 1. We have already noted the very 
basic fact that C has real eigenvalues and the same inertia as B. Historically, 
the next fact in the direction of a solution to problem 1 is Ostrowski’s 
“quantitative” version of Sylvester’s law of inertia. It states that 
and 
If we adopt the convention that [a, b] denotes the closed interval from the 
smaller of a and b to the larger (regardless of which is which), as we do 
throughout for convenience, this may be written compactly as 
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Although stronger statements may be made with knowledge of all the OL’S, 
this seems to be the best possible statement if only (pi and (Y, are known; two 
simple proofs are given in [3]. An example of a recent step in the direction of 
problem 1, motivated by a desire to strengthen Ostrowski’s result, is the 
observation of [2]. If the interval [a,, a,], 0 < a, < as, contains r eigenvalues 
of A, and [b,, b,], b, < b,, contains s eigenvalues of B, then the interval 
[sib,, a&,] contains at least r + s - n eigenvalues of AB. Some other 
statements about the eigenvalues of AB have appeared recently, but most 
have been relatively weak. 
In order to describe the complete solution to problem 1, we define 
and 
In the case of &, the sum of the two indices in the maximand is fixed at 
k + 1, and in the case of T,, the minimands have index sum k + n. Note that 
all eigenvalues of A and B are involved for each k. The result is then the 
THEOREM. For any A, B, and yk, k = 1,. . . , n, as described in the 
introduction, we have 
and jL-thenrwre, each number in this interoal occurs as yk for any A and 
some B (or any B and some A) of the indicated type. 
All previous results (e.g. reality, Sylvester, Ostrowski, [2], etc.) we have 
mentioned are easily seen to be proper special cases of this statement. The 
prof has three basic parts. Without loss of generality, it may be assumed that 
A is diagonal (consider U*CU= U*AUU*BU, with U, unitary, chosen to 
diagonalize A) with eigenvalues occurring in the natural order down the 
diagonal. 
The proof that the stated inequalities are necessary then involves the 
interlacing inequalities applied to an appropriately chosen principal subma- 
trix of A1/2BA1/2 and application of the special case of Ostrowski’s quantita- 
tive version of Sylvester to the small matrix. It is important that the two 
operations, of performing a diagonal congruence and extracting a principal 
submatrix, commute, and the use of Ostrowski’s observation illustrates a very 
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common technique in matrix theory: obtaining a seemingly much more 
general statement using an apparently very special case. 
For sufficiency (realizability of yk satisfying the stated inequalities), it is 
fairly simple to show that an apparently different set of intervals is attained 
using the connectedness of the unitary group, the continuous dependence of 
the eigenvalues on the entries of a matrix, and the fact that the two endpoints 
are attained by diagonal matrices. These intervals may be described as 
follows. For each permutation u, let y(o, k) be the kth smallest number 
among ~rP,~i~~ es&(s)~ +. . T a&,Cnr The sufficient interval for yk is then 
miny(a, k), maxy(a, k) . (I (I 1 
The third part of the proof is then a combinatorial 
necessity and sufficiency. The fact is that 
miny(u, k), maxy(a, k) = [_Tk, rk], 
0 I3 1 
bridge between 
and this may be seen via proper inspection of the n-by-n matrix (aiPj), 
whose entries are nondecreasing to the right along rows and down columns. 
This is another common occurrence in matrix theory: a key feature of the 
proof being essentially (and, perhaps, unexpectedly) combinatorial. This 
particular fact is, in a certain sense, a generalization of the well-known and 
important fact that the maximum inner product between the (Y’S and p’s is 
attained for the identity permutation and the minimum for the reverse 
permutation. 
Several comments should be made. First, the stated theorem remains true 
when restricted to real symmetric matrices. The only question that arises in 
adapting the proof is in the sufficiency portion, because the orthogonal group 
is not connected (two connected components corresponding to det = k 1). 
However, the det = 1 component is sufficiently rich to get both endpoints of 
the interval using (if necessary) generalized permutations. 
As usual, a result raises further questions. Here, one is the following. For 
fixed A, as B runs uniformly over all Hermitian (symmetric) matrices with 
the given eigenvalues, what is the distribution of yk within its interval? 
Presumably it is not uniform, and probably it is more concentrated toward 
the interior. We are currently trying to formulate conjectures via simulation. 
If matrix multiplication is replaced by addition, there is an obvious analog 
of problem 1, in which it is unnecessary to assume the (Y’S positive. The same 
proof (actually it is slightly simpler, as the congruence is unnecessary) shows 
that this problem has the same solution with multiplication replaced by 
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addition in the definitions of the I,‘s. Thus, we have four (individual 
eigenvalue) problems with essentially the same solution, and this illustrates an 
important class of problems in matrix theory. Notice that we have studied 
each individual eigenvalue yk independently of the others, and it is not the 
case that each may be chosen independently from its interval; consider the 
determinant constraint: yi * . . y, = aI. . . CY,$~ . * . fin. 
There are many additional inequalities when the joint possibilities are 
considered. For the addition problem, a complete set has been asserted by 
(the younger) Lidskii [5]. (Presumably, the correct individual inequalities are 
among these, but there is a vast, and difficult to use, set.). Actually, there is a 
fairly long list now of joint matrix parameter problems that are thought by 
many to have equivalent solutions, although several appear quite different. 
However, at this writing there seem to be not enough proofs of equivalence 
to extend the Lid&ii solution (or the Klein-Green solution to another prob- 
lem, or hopefully a much better solution to one) to all. Among these 
presumably related problems are the following. 
I. Describe all possible spectra of AB, given only the eigenvalues of 
the n-by-n positive definite matrix A and of the n-by-n Hermitian matrix B. 
II. Describe all possible sets of all singular values of RS, given only the 
singular values of general n-by-n matrices R and S. 
III. Describe all possible spectra of XYX*, given only the singular values 
of the n-by-n general nonsingular matrix X and the eigenvalues of the n-by-n 
Hermitian matrix Y. 
IV. Describe all possible spectra of A + B, given only the spectra of 
n-by-n Hermitian matrices A and B. 
V. Describe all possible spectra of 
A X 
[ 1 X* B’ 
given n-by-n Hermitian matrices A and B, with X arbitrary. 
VI. Describe all possible sets of invariant factors of GH, given only the 
invariant factors of general n-by-n G and H. 
VII. Describe the possible invariant factors of 
A 0 
[ 1 X B’ 
given only the invariant factors of general n-by-n A and B (Carlson problem). 
(The work of Klein and Green is equivalent to addressing this problem.) 
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VIII. Describe the possible sets of singular values of 
A 0 
[ 1 X B’ 
given only the singular values of general n-by-n A and B. 
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Some Questions on Znteger Matrices 
by Thomas J. Laffey15 
Introduction. We consider two questions concerning integer matrices: 
(i) the problem of integral similarity, 
(ii) the problem of writing an integer matrix with determinant zero as a 
product of integer idempotent matrices. 
The results on question (ii) are proved more generally for matrices with 
entries in the maximal order of a number field. 
1. Zntegral Similarity. Let R be a (commutative) integral domain, 
M,,(R) the ring of n x n matrices with entries in R, and GL(n, R) the group 
of units (invertible elements) of M,,(R). Let K be the quotient field of R. 
Given A, B E M,,(R), then A and B are similar if there exists T E M,(R) 
with det T f 0 such that T- ‘AT = B. Of course, in general, the element T 
which demonstrates the similarity of A, B does not have its inverse in 
M,(R). We say that A, B E M,,(R) are integrally similar if there exists 
S E GL(n, R) with S-‘AS = B. Of course if A, B are integrally similar, then 
A, B are similar, but the converse is not true in general. Let [A] be the set of 
‘5Department of Mathematics, University College Dublin, Ireland. 
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elements I3 E M,,(R) such that B is similar to A. Then [A] is the union of 
equivalence classes for the relationship of “integral similarity”. Our first 
result for the case R = Z, the ring of integers, concerns the situation where 
[A] consists of just one integral similarity class. 
THEOREM I. Let A E M,,(Z). Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) Every matrix B E M,(Z) which is similar to A is integrally similar to A. 
(b) The minimal polynomial m(x) of A is of the form p1(x)p2(x). . . pk(x) 
for some integer k > 1, where pi(x),. . . , pk(x) are distinct irreducible 
polynomials in Z[x] and the following two conditions hold: 
(i) if 8, is a root of the equation p,(x) = 0 in the field of complex 
numbers, then the ring of integers of the algebraic number field 
Q( fIi) has ckzss number 1 (i = 1,2,. . . , k), and 
(ii) the resultant of p,(x), pi(x) is 1 for 1 d i # j d k if k > 1. 
[(ii) implies that there exist integer polynomials a(x), b(x) with 
a(x) b(x)pj(x) = 1.1 
In particular, if the minimal polynomial m(x) of A has integer roots, then 
(b) holds if and only if m(x) = (x + a)(x + a + 1) for some integer a and 
A - al is an idempotent. 
The proof uses the Latimer-MacDuffee theorem [a] which establishes a 
bijection between the integral similarity classes of m X m integer matrices 
with characteristic polynomial f(x) irreducible in Z[ x] and the ideal classes 
of Z[ 81 where 6J is a root of f(x) = 0 in the field of oomplex numbers. It also 
uses a version of Roth’s theorem on the similarity of the block matrices 
[: It:] and [AOL 12]. 
The result was suggested by the special case where A2 = A. 
The determination of those matrices A E M,(Z) for which [A] is the 
union of only finitely many integral similarity equivalence classes is achieved 
by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. The following are equivalent for a matrix A E M,,(Z): 
(i) A is diagonalizable over the j3ek.t of complex numbers, 
(ii) the similarity class [A] is the union of only finitely many integral 
similarity classes. 
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Using a result of Taussky [9], the following theorem can be established. 
THEOREM 3. Let A, B E M,(Z) have the following properties: 
(i) A, B have the same characteristic polynomial f(x), 
(ii) Zf 0 is a root of f(x) = 0, then Z[d] is the maximal order in Q(S). 
Then there exists an integer k 2 1 such that A@ . . . @A (k factors) is 
integrally similar to Be . . . @B (k factors). 
REMARKS. 
(1) If Z[ 01 does not have class number one, then by the Latimer- 
MacDuffee theorem, there exist matrices A, B satisfying (i) and (ii) such that 
A is not integrally similar to B. Thus the analog of the Krull-Schmidt theorem 
fails for integral similarity. 
(2) Hypothesis (ii) can be shown to be equivalent to the following 
condition 
(ii) if C E M,(Z) has characteristic polynomial f(x), then C mod p is 
nonderogatory, as an element in M,(GF(p)), for all primes p. 
(3) The size of the minimal k for which the conclusion of Theorem 3 
holds appears to be unknown. 
2. Products of Zdempotents. Let X E M,(Z) with det X = 0. We showed 
[5] that X is the product of idempotents in M,,(Z). More recently [6] we 
improved this result by showing that there exists a linear function g(x) such 
that if n > 3, every X E M,,(Z) with det X = 0 is the product of g(n) 
idempotents in M,(Z). [Here g(n) does not depend on X.1 We showed that 
no such function can exist for n = 2. Here we announce the extension of 
these results to the case where Z is replaced by the ring of algebraic integers 
in an algebraic number field. 
THEOREM 4. Let R be the ring of algebraic integers in a finite extension 
K of the field Q of rational numbers, and suppose that the group of units of 
R is infinite. There exists a polynomial g(x) such that every A in M,(R) 
with det A = 0 is the product of g( n) idempotents in M,(R), if n > 2. 
REMARK. The proof for n = 2 depends on the validity of a set of 
generalized Riemann hypotheses, as in [4]. 
THEOREM 5. Let K be a nonreal extension of Q with [K : Q] = 2. Let R 
be the ring of algebraic integers in K. Then every A in M,(R) is the product 
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of a finite number of idempotents in M,(R) if and only if M,(R) is a 
Euclidean domain. 
REMARK. Note that Theorem 5 covers the situation where the unit group 
of R is finite (by the Dirichlet unit theorem). 
THEOREM 6. Let R be the ring of algebraic integers in a finite extension 
of Q. Then there exists a polynomial g(x) such that every A E M,,(R) with 
det A = 0 is the product of g(n) idernpotents in M,(R), for n > 3. 
The proofs of Theorems 4, 5, 6 are similar to the proof in [6] and exploit 
the fact that the group SL( n, R) is generated by elementary matrices and 
that for Theorems 4, 6 the word length for expressions of elements as 
products of elementary matrices is bounded. For n > 3, the fact that SL( n, R), 
for R satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 6, is generated by elementary 
matrices was first proved by Bass, Milnor, and Serre [l]. The boundedness of 
the word length for the case of rings R satisfying Theorem 4 was proved by 
Cooke and Weinberger [4] on the assumption that a certain set of generalized 
Riemann hypotheses held, and their result was extended to all R satisfying 
the hypotheses of Theorem 6 (for n > 3) by van der Kallen (unpublished). 
Carter and Keller [2], using class-field theory, obtained a proof of the 
boundedness result of van der Kallen independent of the Riemann hypothe- 
sis. They also obtained [3] a self-contained proof of the boundedness for 
R = Z modulo Dirichlet’s theorem on the existence of primes in arithmetic 
progressions. 
The other main ingredient used in the proofs of Theorems 4, 5, 6 is the 
fact [7] that finitely generated projective R-modules are free, for R the 
maximal order in a number field. This replaces the arguments involving 
highest common factors in [6]. 
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On a Generalization of the Kernel Theorem for Moore-Penrose Znvertibility 
of Morphisms 
by R. Puystjens16 
If + : X -+ Y is a morphism with kernel K : K + X in an additive category 
C with involution *, then the following result is proved in [2]: 
A morphism C$ with kernel K bus a Moore-Penrose inverse c$’ with respect 
to * if and only if +p* + K*K is invertible. Moreover c$’ = +*(c#+* + K*K)-l. 
This general result becomes a well-known result if the morphism + is a 
matrix over a division ring D under some natural restrictions of the consid- 
ered involution *. Indeed, if + is the m-by-n matrix considered as a linear 
operator from the vector space D” of l-by-m matrices to the vector space 
D” of l-by-n matrices, then K can be considered as a k-by-m matrix. If the 
involution * has the properties that rank 4 I)* = rank 1C, = rank #* = rank $*I) 
for all matrices I) and that 
for all block matrices A, p, then the invertibility of ++* + K*K is equivalent to 
the full rank of the matrices 
($I K*) and z* , 
( 1 
which is again equivalent to Im+@ Ker +* = D” ,and Im+* $ Ker+ = D”‘. 
This is a well-known characterization of the Moore-Penrose invertibility of 
matrices over division rings. 
Since there exist morphisms in additive categories having a Moore-Penrose 
inverse but no kernel, the kernel theorem is restrictive and does not give a 
‘eR.U.G.--Galglaan 2, 9000 Gent, Belgium. 
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complete characterization of the Moore-Penrose invertibility of morphisms in 
additive categories. Recently, my coauthor in [l] remarked that if $ has a 
Moore-Penrose inverse in an additive category, then 1 - +#J’ always is a left 
annihilator of the morphism 9 but not necessarily a kernel, and proved the 
following annihilator theorem: 
A morphism $I in an additive category has a Moore-Penrose inverse with 
respect to an involution * if and only if there exists an annihilator TJ such 
that rprp* + v*q is invertible. Then +’ = $*($I+* + 11*7)-l. 
A first illustration of this property can be given by m-by-n matrices A 
over the field of complex numbers with rank AA + = m - 1 > 0. Since the 
adjoint matrix (AA + )“dj is a nonzero annihilator (but not a kernel) of AA+ 
and since the matrix (AA+)’ +[(AA+)adj]2 is invertible, it follows from the 
annihilator theorem that the Moore-Penrose inverse of AA+ with respect to 
the involution * = + is given by 
(AA+)+ = AA+((AA+)s+ [(AA+)q2) -l. 
We therefore have 
A+=A+.AA+[AA++(AA+)ad’] -2, 
and using the fact that A+(AA+ )“dj = 0, 
A+= A+ [AA++(AA+)adj][AA++(AA+)adj] -2, 
or 
A second illustration can be given by a sufficient condition for Moore 
Penrose invertibility of matrices over (commutative) integral domains. Let M 
be an m-by-n matrix over a (commutative) integral domain with 
” 22 * ’ . a, 
j, 
r<min{m,n}, 
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as largest nonzero minor. There exist permutation matrices P and Q such 
that PMQ has the block representation 
with A,, an r-by-r matrix such that det A,, f 0 and ail minors of size larger 
than r are zero. 
If 
A(1,2 ,..., r,r+k; 1,2 ,..., r,r+Z) 
denotes the (T + I)-by-(r + 1) submatrix of A formed by ail the components 
of A belonging to the rows 1,2,. . . , T, r + k and columns 1,2,. . . , r, r + 1, then 
[A(L..., r,r+k;l,..., r,r+l)lad’ 
.[A(1 ,..., r,r+k; l,..., r,r+l)] =0 
and the last row of the matrix 
[A(l&., r,r+k; 1,2 ,..., r,r+l)]““’ 
is of the form R,det A,, with R, a l-by-r matrix. We claim that” 
( R, detA,, 0 ... 0 \ 
f&2 0 detA,, . . . o 
B= . 
\R’ 0 . . . m--r 0’ det A,, 1 
annihilates A on the left. Indeed, since for all arbitrary k and 1 
[A(L..., r,r+k;l,..., r,r+Z)] 
x[A(l,..., r,r+k;l,..., r,r+Z)]““‘=O, 
“1 am indebted to Denis Constales for a helpful discussion of this point. 
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It follows that det A,, times the last column of A(l,. . . , T, r + k; 1,. . . , R, T + 1) 
is a linear combination of the r other columns of this matrix. Since B 
annihilates the first r columns of A on the left, it annihilates the other 
columns of A, etc. 
We therefore have that BP annihilates M on the left, and by the 
annihilator theorem we obtain: 
Zf det[ MM* + (BP)*BP] is invertible, 
is the Moore-Penrose inverse of the m-by-n matrix M over a (commutative) 
integral domain. 
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On the Inertia of Cubic Forms 
by Boris Reichstein” 
We define a cubic form w(x) in n variables x = (x,, x2,. . . , r,) to be, as 
i usual, a homogeneous polynomial of degree 3: 
where waPv are all constant. If 
f1>f2,...,frn (2) 
are linear homogeneous functions of x, we can define a cubic form w(x) by 
“The Catholic University of America, Washington, D.C. 20064. 
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the formula 
w(x)= 5 [f”(x)13. (3) 
a=1 
We are interested in the inverse problem: given the cubic form (l), we want 
to find linear functions (2) such that (3) will hold and m will be as small as 
possible. An algorithm that allows us to solve the problem in some cases is 
described in [l]. In [2] I presented an example of a cubic form WJX) in five 
variables that has an infinite set of representations (3) depending on one 
parameter, where n = 5, rank( f’, . . . , f’) = 5, m = 7, and this value of m is 
the smallest possible. Analyzing that example, I noticed that there is a subset 
of (2) consisting of five forms (say, f’, f2, f3, f4, f 5, whose rank is 4. 
Moreover, for any two representations of type (3), 
w5(4 = i w(x)13= i kw13~ 
a=1 4=1 
we have (after an appropriate permutation of indices, if necessary) 
However, 
We shall prove that the first part of my observation is always true for 
some values of rr and m. Before formulating the corresponding theorem we 
introduce the following function in 3n variables [y = (yi, y,, . . . , y,), z = 
(z,, z2,. - *, z,)] associated with a cubic form (1): 
n 
W(X> Y, 2) = c w,/.?yx,Y/3~y. (4) 
%8,Y =l 
It is obvious that w(x, y, z) is linear with respect to any of its vector 
arguments, symmetric with respect to each pair of vectors, and such that 
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W(X) = W(X, x, x). If W(X) is represented in the form (3), then 
THEOREM. Zffir 
n=2k+l, m=3k+l, k>,l, (6) 
a cubic fm w has representation (3) and rank{ f ‘, f 2,. . . , f”} -C n, then w 
cannot be expressed as a sum of cubes of m linear forms such that any subset 
consisting of n foTms is linearly independent. 
Proof. The equality (3) implies (5). If the forms { f ‘, f 2,. . . , f”} are 
linearly dependent, we can find a vector p # 0 such that f’(p) = f 2( p) = 
. . . = f”(p) = 0. Then the corresponding quadratic form 9(x, x) = w( p, x, x) 
will be expressed as a sum of k squares of linear forms and have rank < k. 
The result of the theorem follows immediately from the next statement. n 
LEMMA. Let m and n be as in (6), and g’,g2,...,gm be linear forms 
such that any subset 
{gi’,giz,...,gin} (7) 
is linearly independent. Let 
4x3 Y, 4 = f ~"(xk"(Yk"(4~ (8) 
a=1 
the vector p # 0, and 
9(x,x) = V(P, x7 x)* (9) 
Then rank(q(x, x)) 2 k + 1. 
Proof. Since p(p,, p,, . . . , p,) # 0 and any subsystem (7) is independent 
and zero is the only vector that makes n independent linear forms in an 
n-space vanish, we can find k + 1 forms (say, g’, g”+‘, gnf2,. .., g”) such 
that 
(10) 
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Without loss of generality we can assume that the variables are chosen such 
that 
We have 
g’(r) = Xi, i=1,2 ,..., 71. 01) 
g”“(X) = arjx’ + asirs + . . * + a,jx”’ j = 1,2 ,..., k, 02) 
where aij (i = 1,2,. . . n; j = 1,2,. . . k) are constant. Denote g”’ j( p) by p,, j. 
The rank of q is the rank of the symmetric n X n matrix Q whose (i, j) 
entryisia2q/JriJzj.Let d bethe(k+l)x(k+l)minorofQformedby 
the rows 1,2,. . . , k + 1 and columns 1, k + 2,. . . ,2k + l( = n). The lemma will 
be proved if we show that d z 0. For clarity of presentation we will show it 
for k = 2; the general case obviously can be treated in exactly the same way, 
the only difference being that the matrices involved in the manipulations will 
be of orders k and k + 1 rather than 2 and 3. So for k = 2 we have 
PI + P&H1 + P& %“llu41 + p7”12u42 %“llu51 + p7”12u52 
d = ~6”21ull + p7”22u12 p6”21u41 + P7”22u42 ~6”21uSl + p7a22u52 
06u31u11 + P7”32u12 p6”31u4,+ P7’32’42 p6”31u51 + p7”32u52 
= PI 
+ 
~6”21u41 + ~7”22u42 p6”21u5, + p7’22’52 
~6”3,u41 + p7”32u42 p6a31u51 + p7”32u52 
p,& + p7’;2 P6”llu41 + p7”12a42 P6”llu51 + p7”12u52 
P6”21ull + P7”22u12 ~6”2,u4, + ~7”22u42 p6”2,u5, + p7”22uS2 
p6a31all + p7”32u, P6”3,u4, + ~7”32u42 %“31u51 + P7’32’52 
a11 a12 0 P, o ’ ‘11 ‘41 ‘51 
+ a21 a22 0 . 0 p, 0 ‘12 ‘42 ‘52 
a31 U32 0 0 0 0 
Ii ’ 
O O O 
= PlP,P, 
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The last expression does not vanish, because (10) in our case becomes 
P,%P, + 6, and 
would imply 
all a21 a31 a41 a51 
a12 a22 ‘32 ‘42 ‘52 
1 0 0 0 0 =O, 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
which would mean that the forms g ‘, g4, g5, g’, g7 were linearly depen- 
dent. Similarly, 
= 0 
would mean that the forms g’, g2, g3, g6, g7 were dependent. Since any 
subsystem (7) is independent, we get d f 0, which concludes the proof of 
both lemma and theorem. l 
The importance of the case when the numbers n and m are of the form 
(6) is justified in [l]: ‘f 1 m - n < (n - 1)/2, we can expect the representation 
(3) to be unique, and the smallest m where it is not true is given by 
m - n = (n - 1)/2 for odd n [and by m - n > (n - 1)/2 for even n]. This is 
why the case (7) seems to be of special interest. 
CONJECTURE. If n and m are as in (6) and 
44 = i!t Wb>13= f kw13 
a=1 a=1 
are two representations of a cubic form v(x) as a sum of cubes of linear forms 
where m is the smallest possible, then there exists a permutation u of the set 
s= {1,2,... m } such that for any subset {ii, i,, . . . , i, } c S the equality 
rank{ fil,fiz,..., f’, } = rank{ gg(il), ga(iz) ,..., g”(4)) 
holds. 
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It is natural to call the properties expressed by the theorem and conjec- 
ture the inertia of a cubic form. 
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The Schubert Calculus and Matrix Spectral Inequalities 
by Robert C. Thompson’g 
Let H be a Hermitian matrix, with eigenvalues h r( H) > X,(H) >, . . . > 
X.(H). The extremal principle of J. Hersch and B. P. Zwahlen, rediscovered 
by Riddell, is a characterization of a sum of a scattering of eigenvalues of H 
that offers a powerful tool for proving spectral inequalities for a sum of 
Hermitian matrices. Let 0 i, . . . , o, be orthonormal eigenvectors of H belong- 
ing, respectively, to Xi,. . . , A,, under the usual inner product, denoted by 
( , ). Then, for any collection of indices i, < . . . < i,, aU in [l, n] when H is 
n x n, the principle is that 
xi,+ **- +Xid=min{(Hxl,r,)+ ... +(Hx,,x,)}, 
where the min is taken over all d dimensional spaces L = span(x,, . . . , xd) 
(x 1,. . . , xd are orthonormal) satisfying the following flag conditions: 
dim{Lnspan(u,,...,ui,)} >k, k = l,...,d. 
The sum (Hx,, x,)+ . . * + (Hx,, xd) here is easily shown to depend only on 
the space L and not on the particular orthonormal basis xi,. . . , xd for it. Call 
it tr H IL. Moreover, the min is an achieved inf, so the notation is correct. The 
collection of spaces V, = span(v,, . . . , vi,), k = 1,. . . , d, satisfies Vi c . . . c V,, 
has dimV, = i, for all k, and is usually called a flag with i,, . . . , i, as indices. 
Now let A, B, C be Hermitian matrices, with C = A + B. Then 
q4 + - * . +$JA)+X$?)+ -.- +Aqd@) 
>,A p,+q,_l(c) + . ’ * + XPd+qd-dw) 
‘RDepartment of Mathematics, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106 
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when p,< ..a < pd, 91< 0.. < qd, and all subscripts are in [l, n]. This 
inequality should be regarded as the standard inequality on the spectrum of a 
sum of Hermitian matrices. It is the simplest member of an extremely large 
family of inequalities, all described by Young tableaux, for the spectrum of a 
sum of Hermitian matrices, and it contains the well-known inequalities of 
Weyl and V. I. Lid&ii as special cases, interpolating between them in a 
natural way. 
To explain the Hersch-Zwahlen technique for proving a spectral inequal- 
ity, first let us simplify by rewriting C = A + B as A + B + C = 0, renaming 
C as -C. Let three sets a,< ... <ad, b,< ... <bd, cl< ... <cd of 
indices be given. Build flags from the eigenvectors of A, of B, and of C, using 
the a-indices, the &indices, and the c-indices, respectively, to specify the 
dimensions of the spaces in the three flags. If there is a subspace L with 
dimension d simultaneously satisfying the flag conditions for the three flags, 
then we say the three flags intersect, and we have 
Thus three intersecting flags built from eigenvectors immediately imply a 
spectral inequality for the Hermitian matrices involved, the indices on the 
various eigenvalues being the dimensions of the spaces in the three flags. This 
is the application for which Hersch and Zwahlen constructed their extremal 
principle. If the a, b, and c indices are such that the flags built from 
eigenvectors must intersect, for all A, B, C with A + B + C = 0, then a 
spectral inequality valid for all choices of A + B + C = 0 has been proved. 
Now, one knows very little about eigenvectors of triples of Hermitian 
matrices, even if knowledge is available about the eigenvectors of one or two 
of the members of the triple. In view of this, it is natural to relax the 
condition that the subspaces in the three flags must be built from eigenvec- 
tors, and simply ask about the dimensions of the subspaces forming three 
flags in general position such that the flags necessarily intersect. This turns 
out to be a classical question, part of the Schubert calculus, and falling into 
the framework of Hilbert’s fifteenth problem. The Schubert calculus, ex- 
plained for example in the second volume of Hodge and Pedoe’s text on 
algebraic geometry, is a powerful tool for studying flags of subspaces lying in 
a fixed finite-dimensional space. 
There is a recursively defined family of inequalities for the spectrum of a 
sum of Hermitian matrices that was first formulated by A. Horn. B. V. Lidskii 
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has recently announced his theorem that this family characterizes the allow- 
able spectrum of a sum of Hermitian matrices when the spectra of two terms 
in the sum are fixed. It is perhaps possible that all inequalities in this family 
are consequences of the intersection properties of general position flags 
(which therefore must also be intersection properties for flags built from 
eigenvectors). In other words: are all allowable spectral inequalities for a sum 
of Hermitian matrices consequences of the geometric intersection properties 
of families of subspaces? 
It can be shown that the standard inequality meets this criterion, that is, 
it is a consequence of the geometry of subspaces. 
Zwahlen studied the Horn conditions, especially for d = 3, using the 
extremal principle to reduce the analysis to subspace geometry, but did not 
employ the Schubert calculus to investigate this geometry. Instead he used 
only the simplest vector-space constructions to search for the required 
three-dimensional subspace L meeting the nine subspaces in the three flags. 
This led to a really inordinate number of special situations that had to be 
analyzed one by one, and ultimately failed, since he worked over the real 
number field. I appear to be the first to realize that the Schubert calculus is 
the appropriate framework in which to employ the Hersch-Zwahlen extremal 
principle, and moreover that (as almost always is the case in algebraic 
geometry) the proper setting is an algebraically closed field. 
I gave the problem of determining whether the Horn indices are charac- 
terized by the geometric intersection properties of general position flags to 
my student S. Johnson in 1979, and he developed an imaginative approach to 
it. He laid out a plan for an affirmative answer, in a sequence of lemmas 
(employing the Schubert calculus, the algebra of symmetric polynomials, and 
the Littlewood-Richardson rule), and he proved all the lemmas, with one 
exception. This one he could get only in low dimensions, and it still remains 
unsettled in general. Thus an affirmative answer depends on the construction 
of a proof for this one lemma. 
Johnson’s thesis is not published, and is one of several significant contri- 
butions to the study of spectral inequalities by several authors that remain 
unpublished or only published in part. 
My Dublin lecture attempted to describe Johnson’s work in somewhat 
greater detail. 
Considerations essentially identical to those just outlined apply to a host 
of related problems, including the characterization of the singular values of a 
product of matrices having prescribed singular values, the characterization of 
the eigenvalues of a product of unitary matrices having prescribed eigenval- 
ues, and the characterization of the Smith invariants of a product of integral 
or polynomial matrices having prescribed Smith invariants. 
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The work reported here was assisted by partial support at various times 
from the following U.S. scientific establishments: AFOSR, NSF, Wright 
Patterson AFB. 
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Operators with Finite Nullity or Defect 
by T. T. West 2o 
Let X be a linear space over the complex field C, and let L(X) denote 
the algebra of all linear operators T: X + X. The operator T has finite 
nullity if 
n(T) = dimker(T) <co, 
and the generalized kernel of T is defined to be the subspace 
.X(T) = fiker(T”), 
20Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland. 
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while T has finite defect if 
d(T) = codimT(X) < co, 
and the generalized range of T is defined to be the subspace 
9’(T) = iiT”( 
If X is a Banach space and T is a bounded linear operator on X, then T is 
upper semi-Fredholm if n(T) < co and T(X) is closed in X, while T is lower 
semi-Fredholm if d(T) < co and T(X) is closed in X. For bounded linear 
operators the closedness of the range allows one to construct a bounded 
inverse to the operator 
r/ker(T) -+ TX: X/ker(T) -+ T(X) 
[where x/ker(T) denotes the coset in X/ker(T) containing x]. Thus, for a 
linear operator, the properties of having finite nullity or finite defect are the 
algebraic analogs of the properties of being upper, or lower, semi-Fredholm in 
the bounded case. As the semi-Fredholm operators are currently of great 
interest in spectral theory, and as a considerable part of that theory relies on 
the underlying algebra, it is not surprising that this should give rise to some 
interesting linear algebra relating the properties of T to those of its general- 
ized kernel and generalized range. These have been studied by Goldman and 
KraEkovskii [2-41, by Aupetit and ZemHnek [l] and by West [7] and 0 
Sear&id and West [6]. As proofs of results quoted here are given in [6] and 
[7], we simply confine ourselves to a statement of the results and to their 
implications. 
From now on T E L(X). The first result relates the behavior of Y(T) 
and 9?(T). If h E C, we write T + h for the operator T + AZ. 
PROPOSITION 1. 2(X+T)c9(v+T) for XZVEC. 
[7, Proposition 1.2.1 Thus the relationship when X = v = 0 is of some 
interest. It turns out that, for a semi-Fredholm operator, S(T) C B(T) is a 
smoothing condition on the behavior of the eigenvalue A = 0. Note that if 
n(T) = 0 then (0) = .Y(T) C 9(T). Th is is of importance in Kato’s theorem 
(Proposition 7). 
T E L(X) is said to have finite ascent (finite descent) if the ascending 
(descending) sequence ker(T “)( T”( X)) terminates. 
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PROPOSITION 2. 
(i) Ifn(T) < co, then T has finite ascent - x(T)n L@(T) = (0). 
(ii) Zfd(T) < 60, then T has finite descent - X = x(T)+ 9(T). 
[7, Proposition 1.61 
We now examine the situation of T E L(X) with n(T) < 00. Many of the 
dual results can be simply obtained by observing that if X’ is the dual space 
of X, and T’ the adjoint operator of T, then 
TEL(X) with n(T)-m 0 T’EL(X’) with d(T’) < 00; 
further, if A Y denotes the annihilator in X of a subspace of X’, then 
.X(T) = ‘9(T’) and 9(T) = ‘x(T’). 
Observe that R(T) is an invariant subspace of T, and denote by TR the 
restriction T I%‘( T ). 
LEMMAS. Zfn(T) < co then n(T,) -C co and d(T,) = 0. 
[7, ProposiJion 1.7.1 
Now let TR denote the linear operator defined on the quotient space 
X/9(T) by 
PROPOSITION 4. Zfn(T) < 00, then 
(i) x(fR) = Y(T)/%‘(T) and n(fa) <a~; 
6) F(T,) = (0); 
(iii) TR has finite ascent. 
[7, Lemma 1.9.1 Since ker(TR) = ker(T)/W(T), it follows that 
.X(T)/W(T) = {x(T) + 9(T)}/9(T) = {ker(Tk) + W(T)}/%‘(T) and, 
since n(Tk) < 00, that .f(T) has finite codimension in W= x(T)+ 9(T) 
[7, Corollary 1.101. This result also holds under the hypothesis that d(T) < CC 
[6, Corollary 3.21; thus we have 
h0p0s1T10~ 5. Zf either n(T) M d(T) < 00, then 92(T) has finite 
codimension in .f(T)+ 5?(T). 
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Now W = S?(T) + .9(T) is an invariant subspace of T; therefore the 
operator fw on the space X/W given by 
f,: r/W+ (Tx)/W 
is well defined. Proposition 5 allows us to derive properties of ?, 
[6, Lemma 2.61. 
PROPOSITION 6. Zfn(T) < 00, then 
(i) n(tw) = 0; 
(ii) W( T,) = (0). 
Thus for a semi-Fredholm operator T man? problems may be reduced to 
problems concerning the “smooth” operator T,. Several applications of this 
quotient technique are given in [6]. 
Finally we mention Kato’s decomposition Theorem [5, Theorem 41 ex- 
pressing a linear operator of finite nullity or defect as a direct sum of a 
finite-dimensional nilpotent operator and an operator smooth in the sense 
that .X(T) c 9(T). A simple proof of this theorem is given in [7, Lemmas 
1.5, 2.3, 2.41, and the statement of the result is Proposition 2.5. If the proof is 
examined, it will be seen that it holds for linear operators with finite nullity or 
defect where, after a finite number of steps in the proof of [7, Proposition 
2.51, either .Y(T)c 9?(T) or either n(T) or d(T) is zero; thus again 
Z(T) c .9(T). The resulting theorem, which is related to Fitting’s lemma, 
may be stated as follows: 
PROPOSITION 7 (Kato). Let T E L(X) h ave either finite nullity or de- 
fect. Then 
T = T,$T,, 
where Tl is a finitedimensional nilpotent operator and .Y(T,) c 9(T,). 
The smoothness of the operator T, [for which either n(T,) < CC or 
d(T,) < m] can be gauged from the next result [8, Proposition 91. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let T E L(X). 
(i) Zf n(T) < 00, then x(T) c 9(T) = n(Tk) = kn(T) for positive 
integers k; while 
(ii) Zf d(T) < m, then x(T) c W(T) = d(Tk) = kd(T) for positive 
integers k. 
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Spaces of Matrices of Fixed Rank 
by Roy Westwick21 
The talk consisted of a brief description of the K-theory relevant to 
solving problems related to spaces of matrices of constant rank. It was shown 
that these spaces give rise to bundles over a suitable projective space. In the 
corresponding K-ring their representatives satisfy two simple equations (with 
integer coefficients). From these equations and the representation of line 
bundles in the K-ring a contradiction leads to bounds on the dimensions of 
the constant-rank spaces. The talk was essentially a reworking of J. Sylvester’s 
ideas from a slightly different viewpoint. 
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